WHAT IS

Kele Custom Services:

KITTING and TAGGING OVERVIEW

Because Kele was founded by contractors for contractors, we know how important it is to make every
minute on the job site count. Everything we do at Kele is a reﬂection of our relentless effort to support every facet
of the BAS and HVAC/R industries.

KITTING
Kitting is when you need to order multiple SKUs on a
reoccurring basis, those SKUs can be consolidated
into one unique SKU. This allows you to streamline
future orders and projects by having one product SKU
that represents a grouping or “kit” of multiple products SKUs.

TAGGING

Tagging is taking multiple orders for a project, and designating
your packages with the KIT#, PO#, location and other vital
shipping and project speciﬁcations to ensure they are delivered
to the right project, building, ﬂoor and/or zone—streamlining
the installation process.

Continue reading to learn more about Kele’s Kitting & Tagging services. Also included is a customer case
study to show you an actual real world example of a BAS & HVAC/R project made simple
thanks to the hands-on experts at Kele.
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Kele Custom Services:

KITTING and TAGGING
Here is just one of thousands of examples of how Kele’s custom
kitting and tagging services can help streamline your projects
from start to ﬁnish and help you cut down on non-value-added
labor costs and tasks:

CASE STUDY
The ABC Food Market* is a nationwide chain that is looking
to expand by building modern facilities and retrofitting older
stores over a ﬁve-year span. This expansion and modernization
brought concerns of rising utility costs and energy consumption,
so ABC Food Market recruited HVAC Contractors Inc. to develop
an integrated system that will monitor all power consuming
devices in the stores. As an integrator and not a supplier of
peripheral controls, HVAC Contractors Inc. Immediately
recognized the need for a dependable supply chain partner.
Kele, a leading supplier in HVAC/R and BAS controls, was
chosen to be that partner, because HVAC Contractors Inc.
knew they could use Kele’s kitting process in order to maintain
and monitor their store kits.
*ABC Food Market and HVAC Contractors Inc. are fictitious names used to represent real
companies. These fictitious names were used to keep the real companies’ names and
business engagements confidential.
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CASE STUDY CONTINUED...
First, Kele received a schedule from HVAC Contractors Inc. that
showed which ABC Food Market stores were to be integrated
With Kele, when you need to order multiple SKUs on a reoccurring
basis those SKUs can be consolidated into one unique SKU.
We call this “kitting.” This allows you to streamline future orders
and projects by having one product SKU that represents a
grouping or “kit” of multiple products SKUs. With our network
of over 300 manufacturers, we have unlimited access to any
product SKU you need.
Kitting simpliﬁes the entire ordering, receiving and installation
process as well as minimizes the amount of products that have
to be individually accounted for, thereby lessening the chance
of accidentally leaving off a key product when placing the order.
We can source any product that isn’t in our database and
create kits based on your individual project needs.

within a 12-month period. Each location was designated as “new”
or “retroﬁt,” due to the variation of products between the two.
The schedule included the contractor’s name that the KITS would
ship to, KIT product numbers; along with the ABC Food Market
store number (which was also used as the purchase order number).
All of the orders were then entered into Kele’s system and were
scheduled as future shipments. This integrated schedule was then
sent to the Kele custom services team – Kele Precision Manufacturing,
the Kele custom panel shop, the Kele warehouse and Kele purchasing.
The Kele custom panel shop then built the panels (which included a
controller sent by HVAC Contractors Inc.) and tested them for optimal
ﬁeld performance.
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Kitting & Tagging Services:
This order is made up of THREE KITs. Each KIT has a unique SKU
assigned that represents the collection and assembly of those
products. In this example, each KIT is color-coded to demonstrate
how the SKUs are collected into their single KIT (Item Number).
This example also demonstrates both assembled ( & ) and
non-assembled ( ) KITS*.

HERE’S HOW it WORKS

KIT8504

Each part that makes up
the unique KIT is itemized
in a list which is packed
inside the KIT prior to shipping.

Panel KITs are labeled
with a sticker for quick
and easy service reference
information including the
PO# and unique panel
order number*.

* Panel assembly labor charges may vary.
Standard shipping charges will apply.
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CASE STUDY CONCLUDED...
Once completed, the panels were then married to other KITS
in the ﬁrst scheduled ABC Food Market order. The KITS were
married together at a designated staging area inside the Kele
When you have multiple orders for a project, Kele can designate
(or “tag”) your packages with the KIT#, PO#, location and other
vital shipping and project specifications to ensure they are
delivered to the right project, building, floor and/or zone—
streamlining the installation process. We call this tagging.
Not only do we “tag” your packages with important project
information, but when you need products to be custom assembled
and calibrated prior to shipping we can label/engrave* or “tag”
these product SKUs for you as well.

warehouse. Once the staging area was complete with all KITS
and panels collected, they were shrink wrapped on a pallet
along with a printed, color-coded checklist of all the KITs that
were in that shipment. The pallet was then direct shipped to
the installation contractor on-site.
Once received, the KITS were easily identiﬁed by the provided
checklist. Instead of having to go from box to box to ﬁnd every
last part and having to ﬁgure out where to assemble the different
components, the contractor could easily and efﬁciently unload
the already-assembled components and begin the installation
process.
* Standard labeling is a free service. Custom engraving charges may vary.
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Each KIT is packaged
and TAGGED for shipping.
TAGGING indicates the:
SKU #
Zone/Description
PO/KIT #
This simplifies the process of
installation once it’s delivered
to your job site.
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Kele Custom Services: KITTING and TAGGING

This is just one example of the many different ways Kele’s
Kitting and Tagging services can simplify any job, from the
most complex scheduled project to a straightforward,
repeating valve assembly order.

NO OTHER DISTRIBUTOR OFFERS SO MANY
WAYS TO CUSTOMIZE AND STREAMLINE
YOUR PROJECTS FROM START TO FINISH.
Contact Kele today to find out more about all of the
different ways Kele works to help simplify and streamline
your projects and orders, plus help you cut down on
non-value-added labor costs and tasks at no additional
cost to you.

Kele.com | 888.584.6168

LET KELE STREAMLINE YOUR PROJECTS. KELE – WE MAKE IT EASY!
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